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SUPERSYMMETRIC CP PROBLEM WITHOUTFLAVOUR VIOLATION � ��Janusz RosiekInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived Otober 26, 1999)In the unonstrained MSSM, we reanalyze the onstraints on the phasesof supersymmetri �avour onserving ouplings that follow from the ele-tron and neutron eletri dipole moments. We �nd that the onstraintsbeome weak if at least one exhanged superpartner mass is > O(1 TeV)or if we aept large anellations among di�erent ontributions. However,suh anellations have no evident underlying symmetry priniple. For lightsuperpartners, models with small phases look like the easiest solution tothe experimental EDM onstraints. This onlusion beomes stronger thelarger is the value of tan�. We disuss also the dependene of "K , �mBand b! s deay on those phases. We show that even in the abseneof genuinely supersymmetri soures of CP violation MSSM ontributionsmay a�et the determination of the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase ÆKM.PACS numbers: 11.30.Er, 12.60.Jv, 13.40.Er1. IntrodutionIn the Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM) there are newpotential soures of the CP non-onservation e�ets. One an distinguishtwo ategories of suh soures. One is independent of the physis of �avournon-onservation in the neutral urrent setor and the other is losely relatedto it. To the �rst ategory belong, in priniple arbitrary, the phases of theparameters �, gaugino masses Mi, trilinear salar ouplings AI and m212.They an be present even if the sfermion setor is �avour onserving.� Presented at the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis�Reent Developments in Theory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland,September 15�22, 1999.�� Supported in part by the Polish Committee for Sienti� Researh under the grantnumber 2 P03B 030 14. (3379)



3380 J. RosiekThe other potential phases may appear in �avour o�-diagonal sfermionmass matrix elements �m2ij and in �avour o�-diagonal LR mixing param-eters Aij . These potentially new soures of CP violation are, therefore,losely linked to the physis of �avour and, for instane, vanish in the limitof �avour diagonal (in the basis where quarks are diagonal) sfermion massmatries. It is, therefore, quite likely that the two ategories of the potentialCP violation in the MSSM are ontrolled by di�erent physial mehanisms.They should be learly distinguished and disussed independently.Experimental onstraints on the ��avour-onserving� phases ome main-ly from the eletri dipole moments (EDM) of eletron [1℄ and neutron [2℄:Eexpe < 4:3 � 10�27e � m ;Eexpn < 6:3 � 10�26e � m :The ommon belief was that the onstraints from the eletron and neu-tron EDM are strong [3, 4℄ and the new phases must be very small. Morereent alulations performed in the framework of the minimal supergrav-ity [5,6℄ and non-minimal models [7℄ indiated the possibility of anellationsbetween various phases and, therefore, of weaker limits on the phases in somenon-negligible range of parameter spae. However, the new detailed analysisof Ref. [8℄ shows that suh anellations are aidental (there is no under-lying symmetry priniple) and require strong �ne-tuning between variousphases.The new �avour-onserving phases in the MSSM may appear in thefollowing terms in the superpotential and in the soft breaking Lagrangian:WCP = �H1H2 : (1)Lsoft�CP = 12 �M3 ~Ga ~Ga +M2 ~W i ~W i +M1 ~B ~B�+m212H1H2+YeAeH1LE + YdAdH1QD + YuAuH2QU  +H:: (2)We de�ne phases as:ei�� = �j�j ei�i = MijMij ei�AI = AIjAI j ei�H = m212jm212j : (3)Phases alone are not physial. In the absene of terms (1),(2) the MSSMLagrangian has two global U(1) symmetries, an R symmetry and the Peei-Quinn symmetry [9℄. Terms (1),(2) may be treated as spurions breakingthose symmetries, with appropriate harge assignments. Physial observ-ables depend only on the phases of parameter ombinations neutral underboth U(1)'s transformation:Mi�(m212)? AI�(m212)? A?IMi : (4)



Supersymmetri CP Problem without Flavour Violation 3381Not all of them are independent. The two U(1) symmetries may be used toget rid of two phases. The ommon hoie is to keep m212 real in order tohave real tree level Higgs �eld VEV's and tan �. The seond re-phasing maybe used e.g. to make one of the gaugino mass terms real.In Setion 2 we disuss in detail the eletron EDM - the magnitude ofvarious ontributions to the eletron EDM and the pattern of possible anel-lations. In Setion 3 we analyze the neutron EDM with similar onlusions.In Setion 4 we disuss the role of the � phase in the "K measurement andin the b! s deay. In Setion 5, we onsider supersymmetri ontribu-tions to the CP violating proesses assuming no new supersymmetri phasesand disuss the in�uene of new MSSM ontributions on preditions for theKobayashi-Maskawa (KM) phase determination.2. Eletri dipole moment of the eletron2.1. Mass eigenstate vs. mass insertion alulationThe eletri dipole moments of leptons and quarks, de�ned as the oef-�ient E of the operator LE = � i2E � ���5 F �� ; (5)an be generated in the MSSM already at 1-loop level, assuming that super-symmetri parameters are omplex.In the mass eigenstate basis for all partiles, two diagrams ontributeto the eletron EDM (see Fig. 1). The result for the lepton eletri dipolemoment reads (summation over all harginos, neutralinos, sleptons and sneu-trinos in the loops is understood):EIl = emIl8�2 2Xj=1 3XK=1mCj Im�(Vl~�C)IKjL (Vl~�C)IKj?R �C11(m2Cj ;m2~�K )� emIl16�2 4Xj=1 6Xk=1mNj Im�(Vl~LN )IkjL (Vl~LN )Ikj?R �C12(m2~Lk ;m2Nj ) ; (6)where (Vl~�C)L, (Vl~�C)R, (Vl~LN )L, (Vl~LN )R are, respetively, the left- andright- eletron-sneutrino-hargino and eletron-seletron-neutralino vertiesand C11; C12 are the loop integrals (expliit form of the verties and integralsan be found in [8, 10℄). Eq. (6) is ompletely general, but as we disussedalready in the Introdution, in the rest of this paper we assume no �avourmixing in the slepton setor. Hene, in the formulae below we skip theslepton �avour indies.
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Fig. 1. Diagrams ontributing to lepton EDMWe present now the alulation of the eletron EDM in the mass insertionapproximation, for easier understanding of anellations of various ontribu-tions. We use the �generalized mass insertion approximation�, i.e. we treatas mass insertions both the L-R mixing terms in the squark mass mixingmatries and the o�-diagonal terms in the hargino and neutralino massmatries (see [8℄ for more details). Therefore we assume that the diagonalentries in the latter: j�j, jM1;2j are su�iently larger than the o�-diagonalentries, whih are of the order of MZ .There are four diagrams with wino and harged Higgsino exhange,shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Chargino ontribution to lepton EDM in mass insertion expansion.



Supersymmetri CP Problem without Flavour Violation 3383Their ontribution to the eletron EDM is (Ee � E1l ):(Ee)C = 2eg2me(4�)2 Im(M2�) tan �C11(j�j2;m2~�)�C11(jM2j2;m2~�)j�j2 � jM2j2 : (7)Neutral wino, bino and neutral Higgsino ontributions an be split into twolasses: with mass insertion on the fermion or on the sfermion line. Contri-bution of diagrams belonging to the �rst lass has a struture very similarto that given by Eq. (7):(Ee)Nf = � eg2me2(4�)2 Im(M2�) tan �C12(m2E ; j�j2)�C12(m2E ; jM2j2)j�j2 � jM2j2+ eg02me2(4�)2 Im(M1�) tan �C12(m2E; j�j2)� C12(m2E; jM1j2)j�j2 � jM1j2� eg02me(4�)2 Im(M1�) tan �C12(m2E; j�j2)� C12(m2E; jM1j2)j�j2 � jM1j2 ; (8)where mE , mE and m~� are the masses of left- and right- seletron andeletron sneutrino, respetively. Between diagrams with mass insertions onthe seletron line, only the two with bino line in the loop give sizeable on-tributions. The result is:(Ee)Ns = eg02me(4�)2 Im [M1(� tan � +A?e)℄�C12(m2E ; jM1j2)� C12(m2E ; jM1j2)m2E �m2E : (9)Eqs. (7)�(9) have a simple struture: they are linear in the invariants (4),with oe�ients that are funtions of the real mass parameters. Thus, thepossibility of anellations depends primarily on the relative amplitudes andsigns of those oe�ients. An immediate onlusion following from (7)�(9) isthat limits on theMi� phases are inversely proportional to tan �. Therefore,we disuss limits on sin�� tan� rather than on the � phase itself.The approximate formulae (7)�(9) work very well already for relativelysmall j�j, jM1j and jM2j values, not muh above the MZ sale (see Fig. 3).The auray of the mass insertion expansion may beome reasonable al-ready for j�j � 150 GeV and beomes very good for j�j � 200� 250 GeV.
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Fig. 3. Ratio of the eletron EDM alulated in the mass insertion approximationto the exat 1-loop result. Thinner lines: �� = 0, thiker lines: �A = 0.2.2. Limits on � and Ae phasesIt is useful to onsider two lasses of models: one with M1=�1 =M2=�2=M3=�3 for gaugino masses, that is universal gaugino masses at the GUTsale (the universal phase an be set to zero by onvention), and the otherwith non-universal gaugino masses and arbitrary relative phase between M1andM2. In the universal ase we hoose � and Ae phases as the independentones, in the seond ase the M1;M2 phases are the additional free param-eters. In all �gures presented in this Setion we assume the GUT-relatedgaugino masses and equal left and right slepton mass parameters,ML =ME,so that the physial masses of the left and right seletron di�er by D-termsonly. In addition, in the text we disuss possible e�ets of departure fromthose assumptions.We shall begin our disussion by presenting the magnitude of eah on-tribution (7), (8) and of the � and Ae terms in Eq. (9), separately. Asample of results is shown in Fig. 4. We identify there the parameter regionwhere at least one of the terms is suh that for sin�� tan� �xed at someassumed value, its ontribution to Ee is larger than Eexpe . Barring poten-tial anellations, the �xed value of sin�� tan � is then the limit on thisphase in the identi�ed parameter region. In the left (right) plot of Fig. 4 weshow the regions of masses (below the plotted surfae) where the limits onj sin��j tan � are stronger then 0.2 (0.05), respetively. The regions belowthe plotted surfaes are the regions of interest for potential anellations.We observe, however, that even without anellations, there are interest-
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Fig. 4. Regions (below the dark surfae) for whih generi limits on j sin��j tan�are stronger then, respetively, 0.2 (left plot) and 0.05 (right plot).

Fig. 5. Limits on jsin��j tan� given by the eletron EDM measurements. sin�Ae=0assumed.ing regions of small j�j and jM2j and mE > O(1 TeV) or small mE andj�j � jM2j > O(500 TeV) where the phase of � is weakly onstrained. Oneshould also note that for very large j�j and the other masses �xed the limitson the � phase get stronger again. This is due to the term (9), whih doesnot deouple for large j�j.In Fig. 5 we show again the limits on � phase (given now by the sumof all terms (7)�(9), not by the largest of them like in Fig. 4), this timeas a two-dimensional plot in the (mE ; jM2j) plane, assuming �Ae = 0. InFig. 6 we show similar limits on the Ae phase on (mE ,jM1j) plane, assuming�� = 0. The limits on the Ae parameter phase are signi�antly weaker andderease more quikly with inreasing partile masses.
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Fig. 6. Limits on jAe=mE sin�Ae j given by the eletron EDM measurements (j�j =200 GeV and sin�� = 0).

Fig. 7. Relative signs and amplitudes of various ontributions to the eletron EDM,normalized to (divided by) the experimental limit. Solid, dashed, dotted lines:oe�ients of sin�� tan� given by hargino (Eq. (7)) and neutralino ontributions(Eqs. (8) and (9)) respetively. Dotted-dashed line: oe�ient of jAe sin�Ae j=mE .The magnitude and signs of individual ontributions as a funtion of mEare illustrated in Fig. 7. We plot there the oe�ients of � and Ae phasesobtained from the exat 1-loop result and normalized by dividing them bythe experimental limit on the eletron EDM. Their shape depends mostlyon the mE=j�j ratio, muh less on the j�=M2j ratio and sales like 1=m2E .We see that either the hargino ontribution to the term proportional to the� phase dominates (for small j�j), or, if they beome omparable (possible



Supersymmetri CP Problem without Flavour Violation 3387only for larger values of j�j > 700 GeV), the hargino and the dominantneutralino ontribution, given by Eq. (9), to the � phase oe�ient are ofthe same sign. Thus, the full oe�ient of the � phase annot vanish andthe only possible anellations are between the Ae and � phases.Sine the Ae phase oe�ient is in the interesting region muh smallersuh anellations always require large Ae in the seletron setor, Ae=mE �1. This is shown in Fig. 8, where we assume �maximal� CP violation �� =�Ae = �=2.

Fig. 8. Regions of mE � M1 plane allowed by the eletron EDM measurementassuming �� = �Ae = �=2 and some values of Ae=mE (marked on the plots).Better understanding of the ��Ae anellation an be ahieved after someapproximations. For supersymmetri fermions signi�antly lighter than slep-tons, hargino exhanges dominate, whereas in the opposite limit the biggestontribution is given by the diagrams with bino exhanges. Eqs. (7)�(9) anbe greatly simpli�ed in both ases, giving for degenerate slepton massesmE � mE � m~� :1) jM1;2j; j�j � mEEe � eg2me(4�)2 Im(M2�) tan �m2E(j�2j � jM2j2) log j�j2jM2j2 + eg02me2(4�)2 Im(M1A?e)m4E ; (10)2) jM1;2j; j�j � mEEe � eg2me4(4�)2 Im(M2�) tan �j�j2jM2j2 � eg02me4(4�)2 Im(M1�) tan �j�j2jM1j2� eg02me2(4�)2 Im [M1(� tan � +A?e)℄jM1j4 �5 + 2 log m2EjM1j2� : (11)



3388 J. RosiekThe behaviour of the lepton EDM is di�erent in both limits. For heavysleptons, jM1;2j; j�j � mE the oe�ient of the � phase dereases with theinreasing slepton mass as 1=m2E . The oe�ient of the Ae phase dereasesfaster, as 1=m4E . Therefore, in this limit the exat anellation between Aeand � phases requires large Ae value, growing with inreasing mE . How-ever, beause all ontributions simultaneously derease with inreasing mE,partial anellation between � and Ae phase is already su�ient to pushthe eletron EDM below the experimental limits, what may be observed inFig. 8 as a widening of the allowed regions for large mE .For su�iently small slepton masses the full anellation between � andAe terms ours approximately forsin�Ae jAej = sin��j�j tan��1 + jM1j2j�j2 35 + 2 log(m2E=jM21 j)� : (12)Sine this result is valid for j�j; jM1j; jM2j � mE we see that for omparable�� and �Ae the anellation is again possible only for large Ae=mE � 1. Forlarge j�j � jM1j, when one an neglet the seond term in the parenthesisin Eq. (12), the Ae giving maximal anellation is almost independent ofjM1j, what an be observed in the right plot of Fig. 8. The allowed regionsalso widen with inreasing jM1j, but slower then for large mE beause the �and Ae phases are in this ase suppressed by lower powers of jM1j: 1=jM1jand 1=jM1j3 respetively, instead of 1=m2E and 1=m4E .In the most interesting region of light SUSY masses, where the limitson phases are strongest, the anellation between (�xed) � and Ae phasesmay our only for very preisely orrelated mass parameters, i.e. it re-quires strong �ne tuning between j�j, jM1;2j and jAej. Analogously, for �xedlight mass parameters one needs strong �ne tuning of the order of O(10�2)between the phases.We shall disuss now the general ase, with non-universal gaugino masses.The results for the magnitude of individual terms remain qualitatively simi-lar to those shown in Fig. 4. The region of strong onstraints on the � phaseshrinks in mE with inreasing M1. The magnitude of individual ontribu-tions as a funtion ofmE has very similar behaviour as in the universal ase �again, for small j�j hargino ontribution dominates for all values of jM1j andjM2j. The only possible anellations for this j�j range are between � andAe phases. For larger values of j�j > 700 GeV the magnitude of individualterms may beome omparable. With arbitrary relative phase ofM1 andM2it is possible to anel the terms proportional to the � phase. To study thispossibility it is more onvenient to onsider the ontributions proportionalto Im(�M1) and Im(�M2). They are omparable for mE=j�j � 1=5 � 1=3,depending on jM1=M2j ratio. It is lear that hoosing �1 and �2 phases suhthat sin(�� + �2) and sin(�� + �1) have opposite signs, e.g. �1 � �2 � �,would give anellation at these points.



Supersymmetri CP Problem without Flavour Violation 33893. EDM of the neutron3.1. Formulae for the neutron EDMThe struture of the neutron EDM is more ompliated then in the ele-tron ase. It an be approximately alulated as the sum of the eletridipole moments of the onstituent d and u quarks plus additional ontribu-tions oming from the hromoeletri dipole moments of quarks and gluons.The hromoeletri dipole moment (CDM) Cq of a quark is de�ned as:LC = � i2Cq�q���5T aqG��a : (13)The gluoni CDM Cg is de�ned as:Lg = �16CgfabGa��Gb�� G��"���� : (14)Exat alulation of the neutron EDM requires the full knowledge of itswave funtion. We use the �naive� hiral quark model approximation [12℄,whih gives the following expression:En = �e3 (4Ed �Eu) + e�4� (4Cd � Cu) + e�g�X4� Cg ; (15)where �i and �X are the QCD orretion fators and hiral symmetry break-ing sale: �e � 1:53, � � �g � 3:4 [13℄, �X = 1:19 GeV [12℄. For the lightquark masses we use md(�X) = 10 MeV, mu(�X) = 7 MeV [14℄.Eq. (15) ontains sizeable theoretial unertainties due to non-perturba-tive strong interations. However, as we show in the next setion, for mostparameter hoies Ed alone gives the leading ontribution to the neutronEDM. Therefore, one may hope that those unertainties a�et mainly theoverall normalization of the neutron EDM1. They do not a�et signi�antlythe possible anellations between the phases (or in their oe�ients), as longas suh anellations must our predominantly inside the Ed. At presentthe limits on the phases given by the eletron EDM are more preise andbetter established.It was reently pointed out [15℄ that 2-loop ontributions to the neutronEDM may be numerially signi�ant, espeially for large tan � regime. Un-like most of the terms in Eq. (15), they depend mainly on the masses andmixing parameters of the third generation of squarks. Therefore, they are1 Any theoretial alulation of the overall normalization of the neutron EDM shouldbe onsidered as a qualitative one - QCD orretion may even hange the sign of thefator multiplying Ed (see disussion in [8℄).



3390 J. Rosiekespeially important in the ase of the third generation of squarks signi�-antly lighter than the �rst two generation, so that the 1-loop ontributionsare suppressed. We do not inlude suh orretions in the present analysis.The expliit exat and mass insertion formulae for the up- and downquark eletri and hromoeletri dipole moments, the gluoni hromoele-tri dipole moment are given in Ref. [8℄.3.2. Limits on phasesThe neutron EDM depends on more phases than the eletron EDM. Alleletri and hromoeletri dipole moments depend on the ommon � phase,but some of them are proportional to � tan � and others to � ot �, hene thelimit on � phase does not sale simply like 1= tan �. In addition, the quarkmoments depend on the phases of the two LR mixing parameters of the �rstgeneration of squarks, Ad and Au. The gluoni CDM depends mainly onthe parameters of the 3rd generation of squarks, mT and At. In pratie,the analysis of the dependene of the neutron EDM on SUSY parametersappears less ompliated than suggested by the above list, as some of theparameters have small numerial importane.The number of free parameters an be redued by assuming GUT uni�-ation with universal boundary onditions. Suh a variant was thoroughlydisussed in [6℄, so we do not repeat the full RGE analysis here. Howeverits results an be qualitatively read also from the �gures presented in thisSetion with the use of the following observations:(i) The neutron EDM is sensitive mostly to the masses of the �rst gen-eration of squarks. Assuming universal sfermion masses at the GUTsale one an to a good approximation keep them degenerate also atMZ sale. The remnant of the GUT evolution is their relation to thegaugino masses: m2Q � m2D � m2U � m20 + 6:5M21=2 � m20 + 10jM2j2,whih leads to the relation mQ � mU � mD � 3M2.(ii) The � phase does not run. It is a free parameter anyway.(iii) The imaginary parts of the �rst generation A parameters, ImAu andImAd, do not run, apart from the small orretions proportional tothe Yukawa ouplings of light fermions. Real parts of Au and Ad runapproximately in the same way. Hene universal boundary onditionsat the GUT sale lead simply to �Au = �Ad at the MZ sale.(iv) RGE running suppresses the At phase (present in the CDM of gluonsCg). Therefore, the low energy onstraints are easy to satisfy evenwith large �At at the GUT sale. The limits on �At at the eletroweaksale appear themselves to be rather weak.



Supersymmetri CP Problem without Flavour Violation 3391v) With universal gaugino masses and phases,M1=�1 =M2=�2 =M3=�3,the ommon gaugino phase an be ompletely rotated away.Using (i)�(v) one an use our plots for the universal GUT ase, just assumingommon A phase, negleting �At and looking at the part of plots for whihmQ � 3M2. Again, in all �gures of this Setion we keep GUT relatedgaugino masses and degenerate squark mass parameters MQ = MD = MU ,so that the physial masses di�er by D-terms only. We plot the results interms of the physial mass of the D-squark mD.

Fig. 9. Regions for whih generi limits on j sin��j tan� given by neutron EDMare stronger then 0.05.We onsider �rst the limits on the � phase, negleting the possibility of� � A anellations. In Fig. 9 we show where the generi limits for the �phase given by the neutron EDM are strong. We plot there the area wherethe limit on j sin��j tan � given separately by the hargino, neutralino andgluino ontributions to Ed and by the other ontribution present in Eq.(15)summed up is stronger then 0.05. For small j�j, jM2j, squark masses mQ �mD � mU > 750 GeV are required to avoid the assumed limit.The dominant ontributions to the oe�ient multiplying sin�� omefrom the �rst term of Eq. (15), i.e. from the d-quark EDM. The only exep-tion is large j�j and light gauginos ase, where also Cd beomes omparableto the other term. Both Ed; Cd are proportional to � tan � so the � phaseoe�ient again sales approximately as tan �. The largest ontributionsto � phase oe�ient are given by the hargino and gluino (for small andlarge j�j, respetively) diagrams. They have the same sign, so, like in theeletron ase, the total � phase oe�ient may disappear only if one allows
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Fig. 10. Limits on j sin��j tan� given by the neutron EDM measurements. �Au =�Ad = �At = 0 assumed.

Fig. 11. Coe�ients of sin�� tan�, jAdj=mD sin�Ad , jAuj=mU sin�Au andjAtj=mT sin�At terms in the neutron EDM (solid, dashed, dotted and dashed-dotted lines respetively).the non-universal gaugino phases. The limits on j sin��j tan � on mD�jM2jplane are plotted in Fig. 10.Some di�erenes with the eletron ase may be observed in the strutureof possible � � A anellations. For Ee the term proportional to Ae orig-
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Fig. 12. Regions of mD � jM1j plane allowed by the neutron EDM measurementassuming �� = �Ad = �Au = �=2, At = 0 and various values of Ad=mD = Au=mU(marked on the plots).inates from the neutralino exhange diagram. For the neutron, additionalontributions proportional to Au, Ad and At are given by the diagrams withgluino exhange and they have larger magnitude than those indued by neu-tralino loops, as illustrated in Fig. 11 (this e�et is partiularly strong forlarge j�j and light gauginos). This means that onstraints on the AI phasesare somewhat stronger than in the eletron ase but, on the other hand,smaller AI values are neessary for anellations. For small j�j � 100 GeVone needs Ae=mE � 14 but only Ad=mD � Au=mU � 3. Furthermore, inunonstrained MSSM we have bigger freedom beause of several di�erentAI parameters present in the formulae for En. Therefore, one has to takeinto aount all AI phases. In Fig. 12 we plot the regions of mD � jM1jplane allowed by the neutron EDM measurement assuming �maximal� CPviolation �� = �Ad = �Au = �=2 and various values of Au=mU = Ad=mD.The overall onlusion is that eventual anellations in neutron EDM aremore likely than in the eletron ase. They require somewhat smaller valuesof A parameters when one onsiders ��A phases anellations. Assumingnon-universal AI parameters it is possible to suppress simultaneously bothEe and En values below the experimental onstraints, at the ost of ratherstrong �ne-tuning if the SUSY mass parameters are light.



3394 J. Rosiek4. � phase dependene of "K , �mB and b! sAnalyzing the dependene of �K0K0 and �BB mixing on the SUSY phases,we assume again that there is no �avour violation in the squark mass ma-tries, so that only hargino and harged Higgs ontributions to the matrixelement do not vanish. Furthermore, only hargino exhange ontributiondepends on the �, M2 and A phases and is interesting for our analysis. Weonsider the simplest ase j�j; jM2j � 2MZ . In this ase we an expand thematrix element in the mass insertion approximation:(MC)LLLL � �KyY 2uK�2JI �18D2(j�j2; j�j2;m2U ;m2U )+M2WRe [(�? os � +M2 sin�)(� os � +A?u sin�)℄� ��m2U D2(j�j2; j�j2;m2U ;m2U )�D2(j�j2; jM2j2;m2U ;m2U )j�j2 � jM2j2 � ; (16)where one should put I = 2; J = 1 for �K0K0 mixing, I = 3; J = 1 for�BdBd mixing and I = 3; J = 2 for �BsBs mixing (see [8℄ for the expressionfor loop funtion D2). "K and �mB are proportional, respetively, to theimaginary and real part of the matrix element. One an see immediatelyfrom the equation above that in the leading order it is sensitive only to j�jand to the real parts of the M2�, Au� and M2A?u produts, i.e. to osinesof the appropriate phase ombinations, not sins like the EDM's. Eventuale�ets of the phases an be thus visible only for large phase values. Eventhen, they are suppressed by the small numerial oe�ient multiplyingthem. An example of the "K dependene on the � and Au phases is presentedin Fig. 13. As an be seen from the Figure, even for light SUSY partilemasses the hange of the "K value with variation of � and A phases is smallerthan 5%.In ontrast to "K and �mB, b! s deay appears to depend stronglyon the � (see Fig. 14) and At phases. The branhing ratio Br(B ! Xs)depends, like in the "K ase, on the real parts of the � and At parameters, i.e.on osines of the phases. However, ontrary to the "K ase, this dependeneis quite strong and growing with inrease of tan � and of the stop LR-mixingAt parameter. Also, as follows from the disussion in the previous Setion,the limits on At phase are rather weak, independently on tan�, so one anexpet large e�ets of this phase in Br(B ! Xs) deay.
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Fig. 13. Dependene of "K on � and Au phases, normalized to �� = �Au = 0 ase.Thin(thik) lines: dependene on ��(�Au) for �Au(��) = 0.

Fig. 14. Dependene of Br(B ! Xs) on � phase for mA = 500 GeV, j�j = jM2j =�2=�1jM1j = 200 GeV, m~tL = 300 GeV, m~tR = 100 GeV.



3396 J. Rosiek5. KM phase determination in MSSMBeause of the weak dependene of "K and �mB on �avour onservingsupersymmetri CP phases, the determination of the KM matrix phase ÆKMis basially una�eted by their eventual presene. However, even assumingno supersymmetri soures of CP violation at all, MSSM preditions for�K0K0 and �BB mixing are di�erent from the SM one beause the potentiallysigni�ant ontribution to CP violating transitions may ome [16℄ from the(harged Higgs)-top and hargino-stop loops with Yukawa ouplings and KMangles and phase in the verties2. Sine, in addition, several arguments basedon GUT theories suggest that harginos and 3rd generation of sfermions maybe among the lightest superpartners, it is interesting to disuss in more detailtheir impat on CP violation in SUSY models.The present setion is devoted to disussing suh a senario. The onlyextra MSSM ontributions to the CP violating proesses we onsider are the(harged Higgs)-top and hargino-stop loops. Our results depend then on(apart from the SM parameters) tan �, physial masses of the lighter andheavier stop (m ~T1 and m ~T2 , respetively), their mixing angle �LR, harginomass and mixing parameters - lightest hargino mass m��1 and the ratioM2=� and on the harged Higgs boson mass mH� .In the onsidered approah to the MSSM, �mBd and "K read as [19℄:�mBd = �QCD �2emm2t12 sin4 �WM4W f2BdBBdmBd jKtbK?tdj2j�j; (17)j"K j = p2�2emm248 sin4 �WM4W f2KBK mK�mK jIm
j; (18)where 
 = �(KsK?d)2 + 2�t(KsK?dKtsK?td)f � m2M2W ; m2tM2W �+ �tt(KtsK?td)2m2tm2�; (19)The harged Higgs and the hargino boxes enter, together with the SMterms, only into the quantity � in the above equations (SM loops only give�SM � 0:53). The QCD orretion fators �xy and �QCD are given in [20℄.2 Chargino-sbottom loops ould be important in �D0D0 mixing in large tan� senario.We do not onsider here this possibility.



Supersymmetri CP Problem without Flavour Violation 3397The KM elements appearing in Eqs. (17)�(19) an be onveniently ex-pressed in terms of the Wolfenstein parameters �, A, � and � [21℄K � 0� 1� �22 � A�3(�� i�)��� iA2�5� 1� �22 + iO(�6) A�2A�3(1� �� i�) �A�2 � iA�4� 1 1A+O(�4) ; (20)where � = 0:22 is known from semileptoni kaon and hyperon deays.The theoretial preditions for "K and �mBd have some unertaintydue to non-perturbative parameters BK , f2BdBBd whih are known fromlattie alulations, but not very preisely. Moreover, the KM elementKtd = A�3(1� �� i�) whih appears in Eqs. (17)�(19) is not diretly mea-sured. Its SM value �tted to the observables in Eqs. (17)�(18) an hangeafter inlusion of new ontributions. Thus, the orret approah is to �tthe parameters A, �, � and � in a model independent way to the experi-mental values of "K and �mBd [19℄. The quantities jKbj and jKub=Kbjare known from tree level proesses. They are pratially una�eted by newphysis whih ontributes only at one and more loops.Here, we give the results of suh a �t, with BK and f2BdBBd varied in athe following ranges: [18℄: 0:6 < BK < 0:9 and 0:160 GeV < qf2BdBBd <0:240 GeV. In our �t, we use the following experimental results [18℄:jKbj = 0:039 � 0:002 ; (21)jKub=Kbj = 0:08� 0:02 ; (22)j"K j = (2:26 � 0:02) 10�3 ; (23)�mBd = (3:01 � 0:13) 10�13 GeV : (24)Sanning over allowed range for BK and fBd(BBd)1=2, gives the �abso-lute� bounds3 on �. Suh bounds are not very tight. After inluding 1�errors on �, they are roughly0:2 <� � <� 2:0 : (25)In Fig. 15, we plot the allowed ranges of � and � for several �xed val-ues of � = 12�SM ;�SM ; 2�SM ; 3�SM and hanging BK , fBd(BBd)1=2 inthe ranges spei�ed above. The allowed half-ring visible in the plots ofFig. 15 originates from jKub=Kbj given in Eq. (22). The measurement of�mBd allows another ring in the (�; �) plane. Its interesting part is approx-imately parallel to the � axis and moves towards larger � when � inreases.3 We assume that � is real. This is true in the SM and in the onsidered approah tothe MSSM. However, in a general MSSM, � ould develop a sizable imaginary part.
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Fig. 15. Allowed regions in the (�; �) plane for four values of �: (A) - allowed by"K , (B) - allowed by �mBd , (C) - allowed by "K and �mBd .The range bounded by "K is approximately parallel to the � axis. It movestowards smaller � with inreasing �. Taking both e�ets into aount, wean see that small � prefers negative � and large �, � � �SM gives thebiggest allowed range for � and � with both � < 0 and � > 0 possible,whereas larger � � 1 requires positive � and smaller �.Theoretial analysis shows that in onsidered here senario the values of� in the MSSM are always bigger than in the SM, i.e. the new ontributionsto � from the Higgs and hargino setors have the same sign as �SM .The harged Higgs ontribution inreases � by at most about 0.15 for lightmH� = 100. The value of the hargino-stop ontribution to � dependsstrongly on the ratio M2=�. For small values of jM2=�j, when the lighterhargino is predominantly gaugino, it is very small (of order 10�2). It growswith inreasing jM2=�j, when lighter hargino onsists predominantly of



Supersymmetri CP Problem without Flavour Violation 3399Higgsino, up to 0:5 � 0:7 for some parameter hoies. In general, MSSMpredits � in the range 0:5 � 1:5. Comparing with the experimental �t to� illustrated in Fig. 15, one an see that even in the omplete absene ofgenuinely supersymmetri soures of CP violation, MSSM may give for theKM phase ÆKM signi�antly di�erent from the SM one.6. ConlusionsWe have reanalyzed the onstraints on the phases of �avour onservingsupersymmetri ouplings that follow from the eletron and neutron EDMmeasurements. We �nd that the onstraints on the phases (partiularly onthe phase of �) are generially strong � � 10�2 if all relevant supersym-metri masses are light, say � O(500 GeV). However, we also �nd that theonstraints disappear or are substantially relaxed if just one of those masses,e.g. slepton mass, is large, mE > O(1 TeV). Thus, the phases an be largeeven if some masses, e.g. the hargino masses, are small.In the parameter range where the onstraints are generially strong, thereexist �ne-tuned regions where anellations between di�erent ontributionsto the EDM an our even for large phases. However, suh anellationshave no obvious underlying symmetry priniple. From the low energy pointof view they look purely aidental and require not only ��A, ��Mgauginoor M1 �M2 phase adjustment but also strongly orrelated with the phasesand among themselves values of soft mass parameters. Therefore, with allsoft masses, say � O(1 TeV), models with small phases look like the easi-est solution to the experimental EDM onstraints. This onlusion beomesstronger the higher is the value of tan�, as the onstraints on � phase saleas 1= tan �. Nevertheless, sine the notion of �ne tuning is not preise,partiularly from the point of view of GUT models, it is not totally inon-eivable that the rationale for large anellations exists in the large energysale physis. Therefore all experimental bounds on the supersymmetri pa-rameters, and partiularly on the Higgs boson masses [17℄, should inludethe possibility of large phases even if with large anellations, to laim fullmodel independene.The dependene of "K and �mB on the supersymmetri phases is weakand gives no lue about their values. The ÆKM determination remains essen-tially una�eted by the presene of SUSY phases but its value may hangesigni�antly (omparing to value �tted in SM) due to new harged Higgsand hargino ontributions, depending on the real masses and mixing pa-rameters. Large e�ets of SUSY phases may be observed in b! s deay,but, apart from the �� and �At phases, b! s amplitude depends on manyfree mass parameters, so it does not produe limits on the phases alone.
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